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The Energy Transition in Numbers



EVs Not the Only 
Option
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Hydrogen 
will have a 

role in 
mobility



Hydrogen 
will have a 
role in heavy 
industry



UK rich in hydrogen generation potential



It is an End to End Challenge



The UK H2 value chain Gap

Abundant wind 

resources for green H2

Gas reserves for blue 

H2

C02 storage locations

for blue H2

Technology centres 

aligned to industry

Academic excellence
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Realising the 
energy 

transition 
opportunity

requires 
coordinated 

investment at 
PACE

The North Sea Has:

Highly skilled workforce

Strong entrepreneurial 
ecosystem

Rich depth of technical 
companies

Diverse supply chain

Technical innovation

Emerging 
commitment  
to CCUS & 
Hydrogen:

Industry level

Govt & Local 
level

Cross-sector 
collaboration



Bamford Bus Company

Trading as Wrightbus

Brian Maybin – Head of Advanced Technology
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Bamford Bus Company

Wrightbus was founded in 1946

Based in Ballymena, Northern Ireland

Manufacturer of iconic New Bus for London (New Routemaster)

Launched first BEV in 1999 and first FCEV in 2008

New ownership in 2019 via Jo Bamford

Updated factory facility with significant capacity for growth

Very focused on Zero Emission Buses – both BEV and FCEV

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Iconic Projects

1,000 New Routemaster
hybrid-electric vehicles for London StreetCar hybrid-electric 18 metre  

Bus Rapid Transit Vehicles for Las Vegas

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Zero Emission
Product Roadmap

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Gen1 FCEV Double Deck

On sale from 2020, around 50 buses delivered and 
around 100 further buses are on order

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Gen2 BEV Double Deck

New BEV double deck being launched in June 2021

Available with largest battery capacity / longest EV range

80 of these have been ordered by Translink in NI

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Gen2 FCEV Single Deck

A driveline test mule for new FCEV technology is being developed 
under the APC Advanced Road to Market Demonstrator programme

This test bus will be displayed at the Cenex Low Carbon Vehicle 
Exhibition in September 2021

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



• Under an Advanced Propulsion Centre programme due to start in 
May 2021, we plan to develop a complete new family of FCEV buses 
utilising new driveline technology and an integrated UK supply chain

• Gen2 FCEV 12 metre single deck bus (RHD and LHD)
Target markets – UK, Europe & N.America

• Gen2 FCEV 18 metre articulated bus (RHD and LHD)
Target markets – UK & Europe

• Gen2 FCEV 10.6 metre 2-axle double deck bus (RHD and LHD)
Target markets – UK & LHD..

• Gen2 FCEV 12 metre 3-axle double deck (RHD and LHD)
Target markets – Europe, Hong Kong, Singapore & N.America

APC 17 Programme

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



• A fuel cell is a solid state device that converts hydrogen from on-board
storage tanks and oxygen from the air into electrical energy

• This electrical energy charges a small battery and this powers the EV 
traction system. The battery allow the recuperation of energy during braking

• The only emission is distilled water

• Some waste heat is created and this is used to heat the passenger saloon

• The hydrogen fuelling process can be completed in 7 to 8 minutes..

• Hydrogen can be produced from surplus renewable electricity
– this is classified as Green Hydrogen 
– this also helps to balance the electricity grid

What is a FCEV ?

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



• The bus daily range is much higher – typically a BEV double deck can
achieve 150 to 190 miles where a FCEV can achieve more than 300 miles

• FCEV performs much better when passenger heating is needed in winter or
when passenger A/C is needed in hot climates

• Refuelling time is only 7 to 8 minutes versus 4 to 6 hours to charge a BEV

• FCEV is the only option if the bus garage is far away from a 33kV electricity grid
supply – 100 buses can need to same electricity supply as 5000 houses

• For a 100 BEV bus garage, significant additional land is needed to allow the 
installation of all the individual EV battery chargers

• There are many more international opportunities for Wrightbus
to sell FCEV buses

Advantages of FCEV over BEV

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Aberdeen

Ireland

Herne Bay 

and Thanet

Runcorn

South Wales

100 kms

200 kms

Planned hydrogen production sites

Long term plan is to 
harness surplus wind 

power to produce Green 
Hydrogen

However, much more 
investment is needed in 

UK green hydrogen 
production and 

distribution 

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Easier to scale up a FCEV bus garage due to the small footprint 

and the very quick refuelling times

Actual Schematic solution for 
fuelling >100 buses per day

~30m

~20m

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021

2 Trailer System

Remaining H2 storage in each trailer
is broadcast by a telematics system

Solution for fuelling >100 buses per day



FCEV Components 
& Layout

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Component layout on single deck

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



FCEV Components 
& Layout

Lithium Battery

Small Lithium Battery Battery Thermal Management 
System

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



FCEV Components 
& Layout

Hydrogen storage tanks

H2 Storage tanks storing 
around 38kgs allowing more 
than 300 mile daily range

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



FCEV Components 
& Layout

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021

Fuel Cell

70kW or 100kW
Fuel Cell 



FCEV Components 
& Layout

Electric Traction System

Permanent Magnet 
Traction Motor

Drive Inverter 
System

Power 
Distribution Box

Copyright© Wrightbus, 2021



Thank You
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Strategy | Energy | Sustainability

Hydrogen supply and the path to net zero

Jo Howes
Are supply developments… giving hydrogen the green light?

Future of Technology Series

14th April 2021



E4tech perspective: Strategy | Energy | 
Sustainability

34

• International consulting firm, offices in UK and Switzerland

• Focus on sustainable energy, including electrified vehicles

• 21 years old this year, always independent

• Deep expertise in technology, business and strategy, market 
assessment, techno-economic modelling, policy support…

• A spectrum of clients from start-ups to global corporations

E4tech’s annual Fuel Cell Industry Review

www.FuelCellIndustryReview.com

http://www.fuelcellindustryreview.com/


Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles offer the benefits of 
BEVs with fewer drawbacks than batteries, 
particularly for heavy vehicles

35

1 Battery-hydrogen hybrid to ensure sufficient power
2 Split in A- and B-segment LDVs (small cars) and C+-segment LDVs (medium to large cars)    

based on a 30% market share of A/B-segment cars and a 50% less energy demand

Source: Hydrogen Council (2017)

• Fuel cell power is decoupled from hydrogen energy
– unlike batteries

• Neither very hot nor cold conditions strongly affect 
performance

• Range and gradient climb are close to conventional 
vehicles

• Hydrogen fuelling is fast; the model is familiar to oil 
companies and service station providers

• The business model and supply chain works for vehicle 
companies too



Life cycle analysis (LCA) is needed to compare 
greenhouse gas (GHG) impacts between different 
vehicle and fuel options…

36
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… and for most powertrains, the majority of 
lifecycle GHG emissions are due to the fuel cycle

37

• For hydrogen vehicles, 
the emissions depend 
heavily on how the 
hydrogen is produced

Source: E4tech analysis (2018)
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Hydrogen can be produced in several ways, 
with very different GHG emissions

38

Picture(s)

Picture(s) Picture(s)

Source: NEL Hydrogen

Electrolysis
Water + electricity → 
hydrogen  + oxygen

SMR / ATR plus CCS
Natural gas + steam →  
hydrogen + CO2

Source: Air Products

Biomass gasification (+CCS)
Biomass or waste → 
Syngas → H2

Gasification (not for H2) Source: Enerkem Chlor-Alkali Plant in Portugal. Source: Krebs Swiss

By-product hydrogen
e.g. Chlor alkali plants, 
Ethylene plants

E4tech and LBST have recently completed a study on low carbon hydrogen production 
standards for BEIS, including hydrogen LCA results for the UK, to be published this year

GHG emissions of hydrogen production pathways 
2030 and 2050

Source: Hydrogen Council and LBST, Hydrogen decarbonization 
pathways: A life-cycle assessment January 2021

Some of the many routes to hydrogen…



Emissions results are specific to the exact supply 
chain, place and time, not just the choice of 
production technology

39

GHG emissions of hydrogen production pathways, 
2030 and 2050

Negative emissions 
Biomass routes with CCS 

(not shown here) can have 
negative emissions – i.e act 

as a carbon sink

Biomass feedstocks
Have widely varying 

emissions depending on 
their source and production 

method

Renewables and nuclear
Give very low GHG 

hydrogen

CCS
Is needed to enable low 

carbon fossil routes (‘blue’ 
hydrogen)

Grid electricity
Significant decarbonisation 

over time brings down 
emissions from electrolyser 

and chlor-alkali routes



The emissions of the supply chain downstream of 
hydrogen production can also be important

40

• Many downstream 
options are possible

• Emissions from some of 
these can be larger than 
those from production 
itself 

• Several uncertainties 
remain



Standards and policy will be important in 
demonstrating and driving low GHG emission 
hydrogen pathways

41

• Comparing pathways with LCA relies on common methodologies, typically 
defined in standards, which can underpin…

Voluntary standards

Voluntary hydrogen 
Guarantee of Origin scheme 
within the EU, EEA and 
Switzerland

Transport fuel policies Future hydrogen policy

The UK Renewable Transport 
Fuel Obligation incentivises 
use of renewable hydrogen 
meeting sustainability 
criteria, including 60% GHG 
savings

Other policies may be 
developed to support low 
carbon hydrogen use across 
all sectors of the economy

?



E4tech – strategic thinking in sustainability
For more information please visit our website: 

www.e4tech.com

Or contact us in London or Lausanne:

E4tech (UK) Ltd

83, Victoria Street
London SW1H 0HW

United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 3008 6140

enquiries@e4tech.co.uk

E4tech Sàrl

Av. Juste-Olivier 2
1006 Lausanne

Switzerland

+41 (0)21 331 15 70

enquiries@e4tech.ch
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E2E Hydro-GEN
Driving Connected Innovation to 

accelerate the Hydrogen economy

14/04/21

Dr Gareth Williams, Strategy Director, National Composites Centre, HVMC



7 centres, 2.5k design & manufacturing engineers, 

£800m digital & manufacturing assets

7 regional hubs, 200 Energy 

professionals, £250m large scale testing
2 hubs, 200 Energy Innovation experts, Digital 

and systems engineering

H2

£180m innovation funding, 130 

members, £140m co-invested in 230 

industry led projects

£1.4bn grant funding awarded, 182 live 

projects, 339 organisations supported

£1bn+ investment committed, 150 low 

carbon projects, 375 project partners

440 world class laboratories, 1000 

people, part of National Measurement 

System (NMS)

Current Collaborators

4 locations, Innovation accelerator for cities, 

transport and places
4 locations, driving innovation in advanced 

digital technology innovation

Driving exploitation of advances in compound 

semiconductor technologies



Context and rationale

The Opportunity and The Challenge

Hydrogen is widely recognised as a critical low carbon fuel to meet global net zero ambitions. The UK has key natural advantages that must be leveraged in order to 

develop a thriving and world leading Hydrogen Economy: abundant access to wind energy, geological storage locations for CO2, world leading centres of excellence for 

R&D working in partnership with Industry and Academia, like the OGTC, APC, ATI, TWI, NPL and the Catapult Network.

However challenges exist within the future Hydrogen Value Chain that require co-ordinated intervention against both technical and non-technical issues. This cannot be 

addressed efficiently in sector driven silo’s if we are to position the UK at the forefront of the global race to a low carbon Hydrogen economy. 

The E2E Hydro-GEN consortium is proposed to forge the strategic linkages across the value chain and create a connected innovation backbone to deliver the following:

1. Drive a thriving Hydrogen Economy – driving the UK to Net Zero

2. Secure the UK as a Hydrogen ‘Super Supplier’ for domestic and export markets

3. Accelerate key technology innovations to secure UK as global leader in hydrogen technology

4. Develop UK value and sovereign UK capabilities as we create new Hydrogen Supply Chains

The UK H2 value chain – National Advantages and Gaps overlaid on Hydrogen visual by Arup



Background Gap Analysis

Generation Distribution Consumption

Blue Hydrogen CCUS H2 4 Heating H2 4 TransportGreen  Hydrogen H2 Storage H2 Transport Industrial Power

• Low er cost 

Electrolysers 

• High-eff icient 

reformers / 

membranes / CO2 

sorbents
• Low  cost and durable 

catalyst materials

• Cost effective 

Saltw ater electrolysis

• Subsea 

electrolysers 

• Small scale H2 Liquefaction

• Minimal boil-off storage

• Methods for pipelines 

re-lining

• Small scale ammonia 

production

• Ammonia cracking

• LOHC Catalysts

• Underground storage (salt 

cavern vs depleted O&G 

f ields)

• Combustors to 

retrofit turbines to 

H2

• Industrial 

decarbonisation-

fuel sw itching 

compatibility

• Opportunities for 

green foundries 

such as green 

steel

• Fuel cell 

manufacturing

• Fuel cell catalyst

• Capture materials

• Modelling, Site 

selection, Injection 

strategy

• Geological 

behaviour of CO2

• Site monitoring

• Compact CO2 

processing equipment

• High eff iciency CO2 

conversion

• Compression for 

transport via road/sea

• Appliances

• Safety / 

Monitoring

• Cryogenic storage 

systems / 

lightw eight pressure 

vessels / fuel cells

• Fit-for-purpose new  

infrastructure/pipelines

• Hybrid management 

systems combine 

EV/H2

• Domestic and 

commercial 

supply netw orks / 

systems

Technology Gaps

Policy & Non-Technical Gaps

• Competition w ith 

pow er generation

• Tech Import / 

Local content
• Import / not enough 

domestic gas
• Lack of a CO2 

market framew ork
• HSE Regulations? • Regulations

• Netw ork zoning

• Local area energy planning 

• Balancing centralised vs de-

centralised production

• Refuelling 

Infrastructure

• Hydrogen Vs 

Gas Pricing 

& Taxing

• Hydrogen Vs Gas 

Pricing & Taxing

• Public acceptance • Hydrogen Vs Gas 

Pricing & Taxing

Technology Innovation Landscape

Pipes

Pressure & Cryogenic Storage Vessels

Electrolysers Geological Storage Fuel Cells

H2 Turbines

Domestic 

Appliances

Methane 

reforming

CO2 Systems

Floating Wind

Electronic Control Systems

Safety Monitoring Systems

Synthetic Fuels & H2 Carriers (ammonia)

• Repurposing of existing 

gas netw orks



Connected Innovation - Future Activity

Consumptio
n

DistributionGeneration

CORE

Innovation 
Programme

E2E Hydro-GEN

Innovation 

Deployment 
Programme

Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)

Innovation ‘Enablers’

Industrial Deployment E2E Hydro-GEN

Other Innovation centres and 
partner lead concepts

Hydrogen

Research

Access

Centre

Generation

Distribution

Consumption

Creating the cross sectorial ‘Green Threads’



Off shore 
distribution

Auto, rail and 
haulage

Aero
On shore 

distribution

Spoke 
distribution 

(tube trailers, filling  stations)

Generation
Energy 

generation

Priority Applications for Composites

Pressure 
vessels

Pipes

Cryogenic 
tanks

Need for 
composites

Known

Emerging



Hydrogen Vehicles

Deloitte - Fuelling the future of mobility, APC Fuel Cell Roadmap 2020
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Wet winding
Traditional filament winding 

process

Readily available technology

Increased processing speeds, reduced 
variability

Dry winding 
Pre-impregnated (TS and TP) 
tapes for reduced variability

Limited availability – mid TRL

Minimised material usage, low 
variability and process time

Hybrid processes
Remove design restrictions 

imposed by winding processes

Low-mid TRL

Step change technologies for design 
and manufacture of pressurised 

storage

Emerging solutions
Assess and develop future 

storage technologies

Low TRL

Novel pressurised or solid state 
solutions that enable new storage 

design freedoms
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V&V, Certification

Manufacture

Materials

Design

Pressure Vessels: Enabling H2 Propulsion


